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Canonic Conundrums is a learning unit designed for a non-auditioned high school,
curricular choral ensemble/course containing students grades 10-12 representing
diverse musical experience levels.  The primary goals of the unit are as follows:

Explore and differentiate types and components of canons within varied types and
styles of musical literature

Present performance repertoire incorporating canon
Compose, rehearse, and perform original canons
Research, explore, and gain and understanding of ways in which canonic concepts

are manifested in other art forms, science, mathematics, and nature.

The learning unit has been planned and documented using the Learning by Design
method.  The subsequent pages describing the unit are presented as follows:

1) Placemat Overview of the Unit
2) Detailed Post-it Note Planning of the 4 LbD areas: Experiencing,

Conceptualizing, Analyzing, Applying
3) Notated Examples of Possible Canons to be performed in the unit
4) 1st Page of Performance Repertoire to be used in the unit
5) CD Compilation Track List of aural examples to be used in the unit
6) General Teaching notes to be used in the unit
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the known the newEXPERIENCING appropriately creativelyAPPLYING

by naming functionallyCONCEPTUALIZING criticallyANALYZINGwith theory

1. Sing common canons/rounds

11. Review sight-singing/music reading  strategies

18. Discuss and review “new repertoire” approaches and
strategies

26. Use large rehearsal strategies and routines in small
ensemble rehearsals of canon compositions

32. Student perform prepared repertoire in public
performance

38. Report on ways in which canon is used in other art
forms

2. Listen to simple cannon/rounds

9. Research examples of canon

12. Read/Sing new canons

19. Study and rehearse canonic concert repertoire

22. Listen to complex forms of canon

27. Students lead small ensemble rehearsals of original canon
compositions

33. Students listen to audio recording of their concert
performance

39. Introduce complex canon forms in other art forms,
science, math

3. Define canon and its components

4. Define and contrast types of canons

21. Identify and differentiate complex forms of canon

28. Students identify, describe, perform and present  their
original canon compositions

5. Read notated canons and anticipate aural effects

13. Hypothesize alterations to newly learned canons

23. Develop “elements of canon” listening checklist

40. Define and explain the ways in which musical canon
concepts are manifested in other areas

6. Listen for components of canon

14. Assess the causes of effects of canonic alterations

20. Identify and discuss ways in which known canon
concepts are utilized in concert repertoire

24. Apply listening checklist to listening examples

29. As audience members, students use the listening
checklist to compare and contrast the original
compositions

34. Discuss the effectiveness (or lack thereof) of the
canon repertoire in performance

41. Deduce the reasons why canon is utilized in other
areas

7. Analyze and judge effects of types of canon

8. Discuss the role of canonic form in music

10. Write a musical review of researched examples
of canon

16. Assess the effectiveness of small ensemble
canon compositions

30. Students self-assess the effectiveness of their
canon compositions and performances

35. Evaluate the quality of the public performance

43. Complete the learning element evaluation form

15. In small ensemble, create and perform  a canon based
upon a  familiar melody

25. Create and notate canon compositions based upon known
forms and characteristics of comples canons

36. Construct a plan for improving any performance
dificiencies for the next learning unit

37. Summarize the role of canon in musical literature

17. Brainstorm and illustrate ways in which canon is
applied in other art forms

31. Students create concert program notes of the
canonic performance repertoire

42. Create a non-musical representation of canon

CANONIC
CONUNDRUMS

overview



the known the newEXPERIENCING

1. In the large

choral ensemble,

students will sing

familiar canons and

rounds such as Row,

Row, Row You Boat,

Frère Jacques, etc.

2. Embedded into

daily rehearsals and

class periods, the

entire large

ensemble will listen

to simple,

unfamiliar cannons

and rounds

11. During rehearsal

warm-up sessions,

students will be

reminded of and be

led to use sight-

singing and music

reading strategies.

9. Students will be
led to search for
and present
recorded examples
of canon from their
own musical
collection on the
class website.

12. The large choral

ensembles will read

through and sing

new canons. (See

“notated canons”)

18. Students will
discuss and review
approaches and
strategies for initial
reading of choral
repertoire.

19. Large
ensembles
rehearsals willbegin to focus onconcert repertoirethat incorporatescanon.

22. Embedded into

daily rehearsals and

class periods, the

entire
large

ensemble will liste
n

to complex forms of

canons from of

varied histo
rical

periods and genres.

26. Stu
dents

will

employ familia
r

large
ensemble

rehearsa
l str

ategie
s

and routin
es for

sm
all ensemble

preparatio
n of

orig
inal canon

composit
ions.

27. Students lead

independent small

ensemble rehearsals

of original canon

compositions.

32. Studentsperform preparedperformancerepertoireincorporating canonin a publicperformance(featuring studentprogram notes).

33. Students listen
to audio recordings
of their concert
performance.

38. In a class
discussion, studentsrecap their ideas asto the ways in whichcanon is used inother art forms.

39. Students are
introduced to
complex forms of
canon in other art
forms, applications
of science, and in
the realm of
mathematics.



by naming

functionally

CONCEPTUALIZING with theory

3. Through teacher-

led instruction and

reinforced with

printed learning

element materials,

students will define

canon and its

components.

5. Students will
read notated canons
without singing and
dialogue about the
anticipated aural
effects. (see

)notated canons

4. Through teacher-
led instruction and
reinforced with
printed learning
element materials,
students will define,
compare andcontrast simple
forms of canon.

13. Students will be

led to hypothesize

as to ways to

perform and alter

newly learn canons.

The ensemble will

experiment with

these suggestions in

rehearsal.
21. Through class
instruction and
reinforced with
printed learning
element materials,
students will
define, compare
and contrast
complex forms of
canon.

23. Students will

collaboratively
develop an “elements

of canon” listening

checklist that will

enable students to

identify and evaluate

types and uses of

canon in listening

28. Stu
dents

categorize
,

describe, perform,

and present their

original canon

compositio
ns.

40. Students will be
guided to define and
explain the ways in
which musical canon
concepts are
manifested in other
arts forms, science,
and mathematics
(i.e. Escher, Godel,
DNA, etc.)



functionally criticallyANALYZING
6. In listening
examples, students
will be led to
aurally identify,
articulate, and
dialogue regarding
the components and
descriptions of

7. In listening

examples, students

will analyze and

judge the effects of

canon, as compared

to non-canonic

genres.

8. Students will
begin to articulate
the reasons why
composers use
canon, and the role
canon may have in
various types of
musical genres.

10. Students will
write and post a
“review” of one of
their peers’ posts of

researchedexamples of canon
on the classwebsite.

14. Students will be

led to assess and

articulate the

effectiveness, and

causes-and-effects,

of the canonic

alterations and

experiments in

rehearsal.

16. Students willassess and evaluatethe effectiveness ofthe small ensemblecanon compositionsin terms of the
previously discussedformal and
harmonic concepts.

20. Identify and
discuss ways in
which defined and
known canon
concepts are
exemplified in
proposed concert
repertoire.

24. Students willcomplete threecanon listeningreports based upon
recordings posted
on the classwebsite, using the
“elements ofcanon” listening

29. As audience

members, students

use the “elements

of canon” listening

checklist to

compare and

contrast their peers’

original canon

compositions.

30. Students self-

assess the

effectiveness of

their canon

compositions and

performances by

blogging reflections

on the class

website.34. Students discuss

the effectiveness

(of lack thereof) of

the canon
repertoire
presented in their

recent concert

performance.

35. Using an on-line
concert reflection
form, studentsevaluate the quality

of their publicperformance in terms
of musicality, poise,
preparation, and their
own audience focus.

41. Via the class

website, students blog

and deduce ways in

which canon naturally

occurs in our world,

and the reasons why

people often choose to

incorporate canonic

concepts in creative

applications and

explanations.

43. Students areasked to complete an
anonymous learning
element evaluation
form which asksstudents to discuss

their growth incontent knowledge
and musicality.



appropriately creativelyAPPLYING
15. In small

ensembles, students

will be asked to

brainstorm, create,

and perform
a

canon based upon a

familiar melody of

their choosing.

17. Students will be

prompted to
brainstorming ways

in which canonic

concepts are
applied in other art

forms.

25. Using computer-

based notation

software
,

students will

compose an original

vocal canon based

upon a given or

original lyric.

Finale

31. Students

research and

document the

historical origin,

composer bios, and

describe aspects of

concert repertoire

in the form of

program notes.

36. On the class
website’s discussion
board, student
construct and
document plans for
improving
performance
deficiencies noted in
their concert
reflections37. In a class

discussion, student

summarize and

communicate their

opinions as to the

role and effectiveness

of canon in musical

literature.

42. Students are
asked to create and
present original
non-musical
representations of
canon.
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Definition

History

In music, a is a contrapuntal composition that employs a melody with one or more imitations of the melody
played after a given duration (e.g. quarter rest, one measure, etc.). The initial melody is called the , while the
imitative melody is called the which is performed in a different voice. The follower must be created from the
leader by being either an exact replication of the rhythms and intervals of the leader, or a transformation such as those
listed in "types of canon" (below).

As shown by most of the compositions in this packet and described below, canons are often entire musical compositions.
But, canons can also be employed as a portion of the composition.  Canons can also be employed in a composition by
some voices, while other voices are not in canon at the same time.  For example, an is a canon
accompanied by one or more additional independent parts which do not take part in imitating the melody.

The Old French , which meant 'learned', was taken from the Greek for a rule or law, which eventually came
to mean 'an accepted rule' in English, and the term was first used for the rule that describes how the voices relate to each
other. Not until the sixteenth century was used to describe the musical form. The earliest known canons are the
rounds (or ) in England from the thirteenth century; the best known is . In the fourteenth
century many canons were written in Italy under the name , and occasionally French chansons of that period used
canon technique. During the period of the Franco-Flemish School (1430-1550), canon as a contrapuntal art form
received its greatest development, while the Roman School gave it its most complete application.

Although, for clarity, this article (and our class) uses leader and follower(s) to denote the leading voice in a canon and
those that imitate it, musicological literature also uses the traditional Latin terms and for "leader" and
"follower", respectively. The terms for the leader, and for the follower, are also common terms.

Throughout musical history, canons have been identified and named in many different ways. A canon of two voices
may be called a canon in two, similarly a canon of voices would be called a canon in . Another standard designation
is "Canon: Two in One", which means two voices in one canon. "Canon: Four in Two" means four voices with two
simultaneous canons. While "Canon: Six in Three" means six voices with three simultaneous canons, and so on.

Perhaps the most common traditional, classical canon is Pachabel's .  It was written in or around 1680,
during the Baroque period, as a piece of chamber music for three violins and basso continuo, but has since been
arranged for a wide variety of ensembles. was originally paired with a gigue in the same key, although
neither this composition nor the original version of the Canon as Pachelbel wrote it are regularly performed or recorded
today.

Many historians believe that Johann Sabstien Bach was perhaps the greatest composer of canons (if not the greatest
composer, in general, of all time). Two significant compositions seems to support this claim, which will be referenced
and explored below:

The , BWV 988, are a set of 30 variations for harpsichord by Bach. First published in 1741 as the
fourth in a series Bach called , "keyboard practice", the work is considered to be one of the most
important examples of variation form. It is named after Johann Gottlieb Goldberg, who may have been the first
performer.

canon
leader

follower

accompanied canon

Sumer Is Icumen In
caccia

Dux Comes

Canon in D

Goldberg Variations

canon kanon

canon
rondellus

proposta riposta

x x

Canon in D

Clavier-Übung
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The Musical Offering Musikalisches Opfer Das Musikalische Opfer

round simple
canon

Row, Row, Row Your Boat Frère Jacques
Gustav Mahler's First Symphony

interval canon

Goldberg Variations

(German title or ), BWV 1079, is a collection of
canons and fugues and other pieces of music by Bach, based on a musical theme by Frederick II of Prussia (Frederick
the Great) and dedicated to him. The collection has its roots in a meeting between Bach and Frederick II on May 7,
1747. The meeting, taking place in the king's residence in Potsdam, resulted from Bach's son Carl Philipp Emanuel
being employed there as court musician. Frederick wanted to show the elder Bach a novelty: the pianoforte had been
invented some years earlier, and the king now owned several of the experimental instruments.  During his anticipated
visit to Frederick's palace in Potsdam, Bach, who was well known for his skill at improvising, received from Frederick a
long and complex musical figure to improvise a three-voice fugue. Frederick, then, defied Bach to make that into a six-
voice fugue. The public present thought that just a malicious caprice by the king, intent upon humiliating philosophers
and artists. Bach answered he would need to work the score and send it to the king afterwards. He then returned to
Leipzig to write out the ("theme of the king").

Two months after the meeting, Bach published a set of pieces based on this theme which we now know as
. Bach inscribed the piece "Regis Iussu Cantio Et Reliqua Canonica Arte Resoluta" (the theme given by the

king, with additions, resolved in the canonic style), the first letters of which spell out the word (an older name
for fugue).  Historians and musical critics now feel that this work may be the greatest composition ever created.

The most rigid and ingenious forms of canon are not strictly concerned with pattern but also with content. Canons are
classified by various traits: the number of voices, the interval at which each successive voice is transposed in relation to
the preceding voice, whether voices are inverse, retrograde, or retrograde-inversion; the temporal distance between each
voice, whether the intervals of the second voice are exactly those of the original or if they are adjusted to fit the diatonic
scale, and the tempo of successive voices. However, canons may also use more than one of the above methods.

The most familiar of the canons might be the perpetual/infinite canon (in Latin: ), , or
. As each voice of the canon arrives at its end it can begin again, in a perpetual fashion. A round imitates the

leader perfectly at the octave or unison. Well-known canons of this type include many famous children's songs such as
and In fact, the third mopvement of well known German Romatic

composer, starts with an accompanied simple canon based on Frère Jacques,
transposed in D Minor .

An imitates the leader at any interval other than the octave or unison (e.g. canon at the second, fifth,
seventh, etc.). If the follower imitates the precise interval quality of the leader, then it is called an exact canon; if the
follower imitates the interval number (but not the quality), it is called a diatonic canon.  Probably the greatest example
of this type of canon is Bach's

The canons of the are conveniently ordered systematically so that each successive canon employs a
larger interval between leader and follower. The follower may be a tonal imitation of the leader, that is, it may alter the
interval qualities somewhat so as to stay in the same key as the leader, or it may be an exact transposition to a new key.
Shown below are the excerpts of each of these canons:

Thema Regium

The Musical
Offering

ricercar

canon perpetuus

Goldberg Variations

Types of Canon

?

?

Round

Interval

.

()

()
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? Mirror Canon

An (also called canon in contrary motion, or ) moves the follower in contrary motion to
the leader. Where the leader would go down a fifth, the follower goes up, and vice versa. This process maintains the
precise quality of each interval.  Mirror canons are not very common, though Bach impressively used the technique in
his masterful in the , and

inverted canon mirror canon

Musical Offering Canon Perpetuus

Canon a 2 Quaerendo invenietis where the leader reads in the alto clef, right side up, while the follower reads in bass
clef, upside down.
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? Crab Canon

crab canon
In a , also known as , the follower accompanies the leader backward (in retrograde).

from Bach's is a as it employs Frederick's royal theme with a second canonic
voice stating the theme simultaneously backward.

crab canon cancrizans Canon a 2
cancrizans Musical Offering

? Retrograde Inversion

A canon that is retrograde and inverted is called a . A table canon would be placed on a table with a musician
on either side, both reading the same line of music in opposite directions. While at frist glance, the

. Typically 27 minutes in duration, the first movement equals the combined length of the second and
third movements, and is based on a late-15th century lament. Comprising three thematic sections, the movement opens
with a canon in ten parts using a 24-measure melody. It begins with double basses, and each succeeding entry occurs
one measure later (i.e., a new entry begins every 25 measures), starting a fifth above the last (interval canon). After the
canon reaches a full 10 parts, it works its way back to a single pitch. A soprano enters in the second section and builds to
a climax on the final word, at which point the strings enter forcefully with the climax of the opening canon. The third
section of the movement is a long that also winds down to a single pitch. The perception is
that the third section literally performs the first section backwards, much like a table or crab canon.

table canon
Canon a 2

Quaerendo invenietis described above may seem to be a table canon, it instructs the follower to read the canon upside
down, but not retrograde.  Table canons are, in the end, a extremely rare, comical, and unrealistic musical form.

While true table canons are rare, a notable use of canon worth exploring is the first movement of Henryk Górecki's
Third Symphony

dénouement, still in canon,
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Mensuration/Tempo

Puzzle canon

In a (also known as a , or a ), the follower imitates the leader
by some rhythmic proportion. For example, the follower may double the rhythmic values of the leader ( or

) or it may cut the rhythmic proportions in half ( canon). involves the application of
modulating rhythmic proportions according to a sliding scale.

Technically, mensuration canons are among the most difficult to write. Many such canons were composed during the
Renaissance, particularly in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Johannes Ockeghem wrote an entire mass
(the ) in which each section is a mensuration canon, and all at different speeds and entry intervals.

Twentieth century composer, Conlon Nancarrow composed complex tempo or mensural canons, mostly for the player
piano ( ) as they are extremely difficult to play; they have also influenced many younger composers. One of
those composers, Larry Polansky has an album of mensuration canons entitled . This album,
released in 2002, is the fruits of 25 years of the composer's experimentation with the mensuration canon.  Each piece
features four voices entering in canon form, each voice going through its line faster than the previous so that all four
voices finish at the same time.  Highlites inclued the oldest, , written in 1978, and unique newer tracks including

, and .

Minimalist composer, Steve Reich, took the concept of to a further extreme as he created entire
pieces of music using a technique called , which is essentially a simple canon (or round) with the distance
between the leader and follower changing (often very slowly).  In Reich's the performers repeat a rapid
twelve-note melodic figure, initially in unison. As one player keeps tempo with robotic precision, the other speeds up
very slightly until the two parts line up again, but one sixteenth note apart. The second player then resumes the previous
tempo. This cycle of speeding up and then locking in continues throughout the piece; the cycle comes full circle three
times, the second and third cycles using shorter versions of the initial figure.

Reich also tried to create the phasing effect in a piece that would need no instrument beyond the human body. So, he
composed , in which the players do not phase in and out with each other, but instead one performer
keeps one line of a 12-eighth-note-long phrase and the other performer shifts by one eighth-note beat every 12
measures, until both performers are back in unison 144 measures later.

A can be any of the above types, but only one voice is notated, and it is up to the performer to find out
which rule applies to the canon. Often some kind of riddle is given as a hint. Machaut's rondeau

( ) is a crab
canon with a third voice which is a musical palindrome. In the movement of Dufay's mass is
this rule noted: ('Let the crab proceed full and return half'). This means that the
cantus firmus must be sung first in full note values (and retrograde, since it is a crab), then in halved values (diminution)
and retrograde (that is, normal motion, since it is a crab).

mensuration canon prolation canon proportional canon
augmentation

diminution Phasing

Missa Prolationum

Study No. 36

No. 4
No. 14: Kid Canon No. 17: Guitar Canon

mensuration canon
phasing

Piano Phase

Clapping Music

puzzle canon
Ma fin est mon

commencement et mon commencement est ma fin
L'homme armé

sloth canon

Four-Voice Canons

My end is my beginning and my beginning is my end
Agnus Dei

Cancer eat plenis et redeat medius
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Why do composers write canons?

?

?

?

?

More than a Game

Window into the laws of music

who was

Mystery of Musical Creation

Genitum non factum

Bach and many other composer may have (and continue to) composed canons for the same reason that we solve

crossword puzzles or do Sodoku; they're entertainment...a game. Perhaps people compose canons because they find

them a intriguing challenge. Or perhaps composers look to canons to stimulate and generate new ideas by employing

canonic techniques. There is reason to suspect, however, that for many, composing canons is more than a game,

challenge, or method for generating ideas:

Bach and most composers attest to the notion that music is a science. This philosophy started to be especially strong in

the Baroque time period with a German physician, mathematician, and writer on

music.  He founded the (

) in 1738. The aim of this organization was to advocate the establishment of a musical science based

firmly on mathematics, philosophy, and the natural laws of acoustics.  Membership in this society was by invitation

only.  Bach, Teleman, Handel, and Mozart were all invited to be a part of the society (however, Mozart declined the

invitation). Bach joined the society in 1747 while composing the .

If Bach believed that music was a science, he (and other composers) may have utilized canon as a means to gain a

glimpse its laws. That is, the perfect cyclical and natural elaboration and development of ideas from a single, simple

theme that is demonstrated by canons.  Bach and other composers' fascination with canon is quite likely more than

entertainment, but an exploration of the natural, mathematical, and scientific characteristics of music.

There remains a third possible explanation why Bach and other composers have practiced the art of writing canons. The

technique may have stood for them as a symbol of all that was NOT understood...that which was transcendent, therefore

symbolic of themselves as creators and the processes of musical creation. While Bach and other composers may have

composed canons in an effort to understand these processes, they could just as well have composed them as an

expression of the very mystery of musical creation itself. For example, we know by their enigmatical notations that

Baroque composers viewed canon as something to be figured out, if not mediated by that select few (namely, composers

and musical scholars) who understood it.

The theological implications of the canon, while speculative to be sure, invite contemplation none the less. Just as a

well-composed leader has the potential to animate itself in diverse followers, so too, according to Christian theology

Lorenz Christoph Mizler

Corresponding Society of the

Musical Sciences

Korrespondierenden Sozietät der Musicalischen Wissenschaften

Musical Offering
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